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FROM
RESPONSIBLE
SOURCING
TO A NATURE
POSITIVE AGENDA

•

Conservation and
restoration have long
been viewed as the
responsibility of charity
and donor-funded
efforts. It is time
for change.

•

Amongst leaders in
sustainability, corporate
commitments are
shifting towards
proactive efforts, focused
on becoming forest and
nature positive and net
zero.

•

Large-scale, transparent,
and impactful
conservation and
restoration efforts require
structural change if
businesses are to fully
deliver on such
commitments.

•

To date, we have been
missing a mechanism that
translates progressive
leadership on these issues
into action.

THE RIMBA
COLLECTIVE:
THE FOUNDING
AND DEVELOPMENT
PARTNERS
Starting in early 2020, we
set out to create a new
solution to some
fundamental challenges:

•

How can businesses go beyond
their current sustainability
commitments and deliver on a
nature positive agenda?

•

How can we better integrate
conservation finance into business
operations?

•

How can we ensure impacts are
credible, verifiable, and scalable
and long-lasting?

•

How can performance-based
mechanisms help deliver the
needed impact?

•

How can we connect supply
chains through shared
responsibility?

THE RIMBA
COLLECTIVE:
TOWARDS NATUREPOSITIVE SUPPLY
CHAINS

Private sector-led, scaleable mechanism for
conservation finance.

Integrates equitable
sharing of responsibility
and collective action
between, and within,
supply chain tiers.

Scale of contribution
payments is linked to
production and
procurement of oil
palm products.

A portfolio of high-quality,
independent projects
focused on: forest,
peatlands, protection of
biodiversity, and
community livelihoods.

WHY IS THE RIMBA COLLECTIVE DIFFERENT?
Rimba collective is aiming to be the largest private
sector-led conservation initiative in South East Asia.

Built for all parts of the supply chain to address numerous
sustainability commitments:

We are initially targeting:

No Deforestation, No Peat,
No Exploitation (NDPE)

500.000ha of conservation
and restoration area

Carbon and climate neutrality targets,
including net zero and Science Based Targets

25 years of financing secured
for conservation projects

Forest Positive Coalition of Action goals
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

US$ 1 billion
of conservation finance

ha

Hectare-based conservation targets

WHY IS THE RIMBA COLLECTIVE DIFFERENT?

Performance-based
payments with
independently verified
conservation outcomes

Long-term financing
supporting longterm delivery

Portfolio
approach

Claims tied to
demonstrated impact

Procurement-integrated
payments into business
as usual

Responding to
real-world
project needs

HOW DOES IT WORK?
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THE RIMBA COLLECTIVE IS
TRULY INNOVATIVE ON
SEVERAL FRONTS:
A new benchmark
for conservation
and restoration

Transparent
monitoring
and reporting

Scalable model
for bigger impact

Changes the narrative
on how conservation
is financed

Integrates conservation
and restoration into
business

Aligns with national
government

TIMELINE

Scoping

Phase 2

Blueprinting

Phase 3
Building

Phase 4
Launch

Jan-Jun 2020

Jul-Dec 2020

Mar 2020-Nov 2021

Dec 2021

Developed the initial
concept, and founding
and development
come together.

Designed and built out
the Rimba Collective
concept, the main
operational mechanisms,
financial structure, claims
framework and project
portfolio identification.

•

Initial project portfolio
on-boarded to 200,000ha.

•

All mechanism structures and
supporting frameworks
finalised.

•

Legal, governance and
financial vehicle established.

•

Claims, monitoring and reporting
framework established.

Phase 1

Mechanism officially
launched, first project
payments made.
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JOIN US
ON
OUR JOURNEY
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SCALE UP CONSERVATION IMPACT | TO CREATE RESPONSIBLE, NATURE POSITIVE SUPPLY CHAINS

Contact us:
rimbacollective@lestaricapital.com
Visit our website:
lestaricapital.com/mechanisms/rimba-collective
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